EMBEDED PREPAID ENERGY METER

ABSTRACT

The project is aimed to design an embedded prepaid energy meter to avoid the late bill payments of electricity bill.

The project is designed in such a way that the microcontroller will be interfaced to the keypad as well as to the energy meter. Here the keypad interfaced to the controller will be used to enter the recharge amount, as it is a prototype for the real system. An LCD will also be interfaced to the controller and will display the details of the amount recharged. The energy meter will be connected to the loads and the microcontroller can read pulses from energy meter. This energy meter gives pulses depends upon power consumption and the amount will get deducted based on the power consumption. Whenever the amount reaches to zero the system won’t allow the loads to run by automatically switching of the relay. Here a buzzer will also be provided to alert the user to recharge.

This project uses regulated 5V, 500mA power supply. 7805 three terminal voltage regulator is used for voltage regulation. Full wave bridge rectifier is used to rectify the ac output of secondary of 230/12V step down transformer.
APPLICATIONS:

- Electricity department
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